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“ There is nothing new about poverty. What is new,
however, is that we have the resources to get rid of
it. The time has come for us to civilize ourselves by
the total, direct and immediate abolition of poverty.”
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
The Impact of Budget 2019
The publication of the National Budget in each autumn is a much discussed and analysed event. The
amount of media coverage it receives has grown in recent years as awareness has increased of its
significance for our standard of living. The Social Protection element of the Budget is a main focus of
attention and on occasion leads to the resurrection of some poverty myths. Two of these myths reflect
the belief that the greater proportion of the allocation for Social Protection is spent on people who won’t
work or don’t work and on providing additional financial support to people who already have an adequate
income. (The work of the VPSJ consistently demonstrates the falsity of the latter myth). The following
points help to separate fact from fiction.
Of the €20 billion allocated to Social Protection, the largest expenditure areas are:




The State Pension (contributions and non-contributions) accounts for almost two fifths of the Social
Protection budget (€7.6 billion).
Disability supports, carers and illness payment accounts for another fifth (€4.1 billion).
Child Benefit, accounts for one tenth of the Social Protection budget (€2.1 billion).

An information sheet is enclosed with more details of how taxpayer’s money is spent on Social Protection
and shows which sections of the population benefit most.
This edition of Just.Now focuses on the impact of Budget 2019 and in particular the impact on low income
households.
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Poverty’, a quarter of a million of these people are
children and over 100,000 have a job.1
Almost 1 in 5 children in Ireland are ‘At Risk of
Poverty’, and children represent a third of the
people living in poverty.
By the end of September 9,698 were accessing
homeless emergency accommodation. Since mid2014 (first data available), the level of child
homelessness has quintupled, from 749 children in
July 2014 to 3,829 children in September 2018.2

As we approach 2019 there is only one year left for
Government policies to reach the current 2020
poverty reduction targets.
The official definition of poverty used in Ireland
captures the multi-dimensional nature of poverty,
and reflects the impact of inadequate income and
resources on the ability to have “a standard of
living which is regarded as acceptable by Irish
society generally” and exclusion from participating
in normal activities.

The Government has set a target of reducing
‘Consistent Poverty’ – a situation where people
have both an income that is low enough to be ‘At
Risk of Poverty’ and are ‘Deprived’ due to being
unable to afford basic necessities – to 2% by 2020.
Currently 8.2% of the population are in this
situation, according to the most recent data.

There are over 785,000 people in Ireland living
with an income that leaves them ‘At Risk of

The 2020 child poverty target is a ⅔ reduction. This
means lifting 95,000 children out of poverty.

Percent of MESL Need met by Social Welfare in 2018 and forecast for 2019
Two Parents & Two Children
Primary & Second Level

One Parent & Two Children
Primary & Second Level

Single Adult, Living Alone
Working Age

Pensioner, Living Alone
Rural Area

2018

86%

81%

81%

82%

2019

88%

83%

82%

83%

MINIMUM ESSENTIAL STANDARD OF LIVING
The VPSJ’s MESL research provides another
measure for assessing poverty. It shines a crucial
light on the adequacy of income supports and the
role of services, in enabling people to have an
adequate and dignified standard of living.
The MESL research has deliberative discussions
with groups of members of the public, to reach
agreement on what is needed to be able to live and
partake in life at a minimum but acceptable level,
enabling a standard of living which nobody should
be expected to live below.
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Poverty data from CSO (2017) Survey on Income and Living
Conditions 2016. Population numbers calculated on basis of Census
2016.

The work produces comprehensive itemised
budgets, detailing what is required for minimum
needs. This provides a clear measure, the average
weekly cost of the goods and services needed.
The goal of the work is to provide the evidence
needed to inform policy decisions which will
progressively realise an adequate income and
acceptable minimum standard of living for all.
The MESL analysis shines a light on where income
falls short, highlighting the groups most vulnerable
to income inadequacy and poverty.
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Homelessness data from Dept. of Housing, Planning & Local
Government.

INCOME ADEQUACY IN 2018
In 2018 the VPSJ’s annual analysis of household’s
MESL minimum expenditure needs and assessment
of income has shown that progress is being made
in reducing the gap between the cost of a
minimum standard of living and the income
provided by social welfare supports.
The trend of recent years, of increases to social
welfare rates and reductions in the cost of many of
the goods required for a minimum standard of
living, has brought an improvement in the position
of social welfare dependent households, restoring
much of the ground lost during the recession.
While this progress is to be welcome, it remains
the case that the majority of household situations
examined continue to have an inadequate income
when dependant on social welfare.
It is imperative that the progress made so far is
maintained, and further adjustments to social
welfare rates build toward providing a minimally
adequate social protection floor for everyone.
Services also have a vital role to play. Social
housing, affordable childcare, medical card, and
availability of public transport all play a crucial role
in reducing the cost of an MESL for households.
The VPSJ aspires for an acceptable minimum
standard of living for all, whether dependent on
social welfare, engaged in caring work, or in paid
employment.
Availability of and access to affordable, quality
services coupled with adequate income, is vital if
social welfare dependent and low income
households are to reach a Minimum Essential
Standard of Living.

VPSJ POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2019
Based on the MESL research, the VPSJ
recommended a set of evidence-based measures
for 2019. These were based on identifying the
household types with the greatest degree of
income inadequacy and the gaps in social welfare
provision which contribute to the inadequacy.
Recommendations included:
› Increases to working-age supports to maintain
progress towards income adequacy

› Recognising the additional needs of older
children, to address deep income inadequacy
› Equalising Jobseeker’s rates for young adults
› Adequate income for older people living alone,
particularly in rural areas
› Address rising energy costs, restoring the
purchasing power of the Fuel Allowance
› Adjustments to secondary supports to address
poverty and welfare traps
› Development of the Affordable Childcare Scheme

2019 – WHAT IS TO COME
In the coming year incomes are set to increase,
with increases to social welfare rates, an increase
in the National Minimum Wage, and reductions in
personal taxes. Unfortunately social welfare
recipients again have to wait until the end of
March for rate increases to come into effect.
The social welfare rate increases, announced in
October’s Budget for 2019, represent a welcome
narrowing of the adequacy gap between social
welfare rates and the cost of a socially acceptable
minimum standard of living, building on the
progress of recent years.
The standard rate for Pensions, One-Parent Family
Payment, Disability, Jobseeker’s, etc., is increasing
by €5 per week, with proportional increases for
dependent adults and children.
The budget has also introduced a crucial new
measure, a higher rate of support for children aged
12 and over in social welfare dependent
households. The VPSJ’s MESL research has long
highlighted the additional needs and costs
associated with children in this age-group. Older
children’s minimum needs cost over €120 per
week, almost €50 more than younger children.
This is a vital first step towards addressing child
poverty, which will hopefully be built upon in
subsequent years.
2019 will once again see a general increase to
Pension rates prioritised over targeting measures
to more vulnerable groups. For example, a rural
pensioner living alone would see greater benefit
from increases to the Living Alone Allowance and
restoration of Fuel Allowance, both of which were
possible instead of this measure.
Robert Thornton, Senior Research and Policy Officer, VPSJ

Reflection - Advent 2018
In His Hands
The Hands that made the world and gave the sun and moon their light
are the tiny Hands of a Baby born one cold December night
The Hands that stilled the wind and tamed the fury of the sea
are the calloused Hands of a carpenter who lived in poverty
The Hands that held the power to break the binding chains of sin
are the gentle Hands that washed the feet of tired and dusty men
The Hands that cleansed the leper, healed the blind and raised the dead
are the Praying Hands of One Who cried, "Not My will, but Thine instead"
The Hands that shaped the universe and flung the stars in space
are the nail Pierced Hands of a dying man who suffered in our place
The Hands of our Creator, Lord and King of Heaven above,
are the Saviour's Hands, forever reaching out to us with love. BJ Hoff

It is no use saying that we are born 2000 years too late to give room to Christ,
Nor will those who live at the end of the world have been born too late.
Christ is always with us, always asking for room in our hearts.
But now it is with the voice of our contemporaries that He speaks.
It is with the feet of the people who are homeless that he walks and with
the heart of anyone in need that He longs for shelter.
And giving shelter or food to anyone who ask for it, or needs it, it is giving it to Christ. Dorothy Day

Prayer
We await your coming and with joyful hearts we pray:
Come, Lord Jesus
You come to bring us hope and courage
May we support those who feel rejected and hopeless
You come to show us how to be more fully human in our giving to people in distress.
May we share our gifts freely and willingly in a way that gives dignity to the people in need among us.
You come to speak the human word of God’s tenderness
May we show care to all who are struggling in poverty.
You rejoiced in the world you created
May we care for it with respect and love.

In eagerness we await your coming Lord. Increase our compassion. Enable us to live with respectful care for the
most forgotten. Let us make room for Christ in the image of the ‘little ones’ of our world. Put a new spirit is us so
that our world may reflect your vision of it: a world where all are protected, and none go poor or hungry, a world
where different races live in mutual respect.
Editor: Bernadette Mac Mahon DC

